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Pat Barry got a chance to show off his stand up without breaking his hands and feet tonight,
against fellow UFC Heavyweight
Joey Beltran in one of those fights that makes UFC
President Dana White
proud to be a fight promoter and me confused as to why more UFC fans aren't dashing to watch
K-1 events whenever they can to see better stand up wars. Barry took it to Beltran, who wasn't
afraid to stand and bang with Barry.

This was a fight custom made for Pat Barry to show off his striking and I'm sincerely not sure
that he accomplished what he wanted to do. Going into the Cro Cop fight one of the big stories
for kickboxing fans was two K-1 deserters facing off, and Barry was completely trashed by
Ernesto Hoost and the rest of the VOS gym for simply not being good enough to hang. Barry
went out to prove himself and broke enough bones on Cro Cop's head to where a lazy choke
took him out. Cro Cop choked him out.

Joey Beltran took it to Barry in round 1, Barry landing a few strong leg kicks but his dirty boxing
was enough to secure him the round. Beltran was introduced to Barry's mean streak in the
second round, to easily secure the round for him, but the third round saw a lot more of Joey
Beltran dirty boxing and some great body shots while Barry simply winged head kicks at him
looking to take his head off. The distinct lack of aggression was hurting Barry until he started
landing some leg kicks, and unfortunately poked Beltran in the eye. setting up the kick.
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The damage Barry had done to Beltran's legs over the three rounds accumulated in the third
after Beltran recovered from the eye poke, to the point where every time Barry chopped away at
the legs, Beltran shouted in pain and collapsed. Barry pulled off just enough to get the decision,
winning the second and third rounds.

Pat gives an emotional speech after the bout about his father, who was in the military and
passed away 25 years ago, which all but makes up for the fact that he really wasn't fighting up
to his potential. Honestly, he has a height disadvantage and a cut to 205 could do wonders for
him.
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